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Jimmy,

 Over 6 billion videos are viewed on YouTube every month. That’s almost an hour for

every person on Earth. (And for the record, they’re not all cat videos). Videos are a

valuable, powerful way to tell your brand’s story, to showcase your product or service,

and to engage with your target audience. We’re not talking infomercials here, we’re

talking about compelling, interesting, and emotionally engaging storytelling that can

make your purpose come to life online.

And that’s what we do: we use stories to make your brand come alive. Digital

marketing is important for branding, exposure, and ultimately generating revenue. It

also serves as a fantastic tool to highlight events, products/services, and allows an

audience to connect to you in a uniquely personal way.

Here are some opportunities to enhance and grow the Jimmy Yeary brand, position you

as the leader/figurehead of the Nashville Songwriting community, gospel/country

music community AND the national speaking community. This will develop

opportunities to sell music, books, merchandise and speaking gigs globally.

Sincerely,

Jason Elkins & Taylor Parker

Overview and Goals
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Add a computer/laptop as the ‘brains’ for the Yeary Chapel Sessions
to allow for 2 camera angles that can be switched (like focusing on
your hands when you’re playing).  

Might be able to use Taylor's laptop.

Add a web software (Ecamm) to manage this switching and cameras.
$20 per month.

Add a DSLR camera to enhance the view of the show - further back
to encompass all the guests and a more crisp view.  

Taylor & Jason have a new camera we can use for this.

Add restream.io — another web utility that allow you to
simultaneously connect to multiple Facebook pages and YouTube
etc.  This will also allow you to add a countdown clock, other pre-
recorded videos and pull key comments on screen, and also allows
you to add bottom thirds such as a graphic + a logo, and names of
guests showing up on the live feed.  

$40 per month 

Add an iPad or laptop so Jimmy can follow along with comments as
he is hosting the show.  (A mobile monitor/tv set up low could work as
well.)

Jimmy has one (Jason may have a monitor we can use)

Mark Lowry's Suggestions
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Instream Ads: Facebook places ads in your pre-recorded videos and pays you a
% of the revenue.  I’m envisioning some chapel session videos where you talk
to explain your take on a song or an artist riffs about the song… Then an ad is
played and then the video starts of the song.  Your Page must have 10,000
followers and generate at least 30,000 1-minute views on videos that are at
least 3 minutes long in the last 60 days. (Does not count for Live videos).

Fan Subscriptions:  Your Page must have 10,000 followers or 250+ Return
Viewers and one of the following in the last 60 days: 50,000 Post Engagements.
180,000 Watch Minutes. Like platforms such as Patreon, Facebook now offers
content creators an opportunity to show special content to subscribers that are
willing to pay monthly.  You can charge as little as $4.99 per month for this
service. Currently Facebook is giving ALL of that money to creators, but
eventually can take up to 30% of the revenue (similar to iTunes for album
downloads).  

Paid Live Events:  Facebook is allowing you to setup a live event, sell tickets
and charge for access. This could be set up for special events.

Facebook

Other Opportunities (Facebook) 
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Other Opportunities (Youtube)

Post old Chapel Sessions and also specific songs on YouTube.  
Slice up videos to brand and highlight specific songs and post to YouTube
Help create and manage additional content:  
Jimmy Speaking (slice up speaking gigs)
Jimmy with Family / Friends (fishing with the kids, writing with Sonya etc)
Jimmy talking about importance of connecting to others “If I feel it, you feel it”. 
Jimmy talking songwriting - prep, sessions, songs placed etc. 
Film podcast for additional content (could slice that up into segments/questions) 
Other opportunities - cooking with Jaska Russell etc. 
Maximize videos with appropriate titles, add keywords and description content in
the body, add links and tags to EVERY video posted on YouTube.   
Create and connect “Adsense Account” to facilitate payout.
Advise on copy-write issues for content.  
Monitor comments and respond to any issues

Youtube

YouTube creators must have tallied 4,000 hours of overall watch time on their
channel within the past 12 months and have at least 1,000 subscribers.

Promotional Content 
To promote events and products, there are many tools to create compelling content
for upcoming events and products.  This may include motion graphics / Video Clips /
cartoon videos / audio clips etc.  We would help facilitate / create emotionally
compelling promotional content. 
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Branding:
Create intros / bottom thirds / logos / and accompanying promotional graphic pieces
to bring exposure to Jimmy Yeary videos and events.

Create & Sell Merch:
Facilitate creation and merchandise ideas with Jimmy and utilize channels to help
sell items.  Could include additional web properties, products etc.  

Scope of Service (MISC)



Sample Video

https://www.dropbox.com/s/hxzspzihn6mdzja/YEARY%20CHAPEL%20JIMMY%20FORTUNE%20I%20BELIEVE%20FINAL.mpeg?dl=0


There are a lot of pieces involved in developing compelling videos however our
extensive experience has taught us how to be a lean, mean, production machine,
working within your budget and expectations. 

From pre-production, to production, to post production and final revision and output
our team feels confident that we can help bring the Jimmy Yeary brand full circle.  It
takes a great inner circle team with a vision to succeed long term. 

With our collective understanding of content, channels and monetization this can
blow up into something special.  Taylor, Kianna and Jason love working on your
content more than any other project we are working on currently and see a BIG
future for this brand.

Jason Elkins                                                                              Taylor Parker
jason1elkins@gmail.com                                                         durhamtaylor77@gmail.com
615-604-6334                                                                              615-406-1165

Next Steps


